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Sandhya
10 March 1980, Monday

04:00:00 AM(5.5)

Palghat (Kerala), India

Longitude : 76.42E

Latitude : 10.46N

Sidreal Time : 14:47:49

Local Mean Time : 03:36:48

Ayanmash : 23.58 NC Lahiri

Lagna : Capricorn

Lagna Lord : Saturn

Rashi : Scorpio

Rashi Lord : Mars

Nakshatra : Jyestha

Nakshatra Lord : Mercury

Charan : 3

Nadi : Aadi

Nadi Pada : Madhya

Tithi : Ashtami Krishna

Paya : Gold

S.S. Yoga : Siddhi

Karan : Balava

Varna : Brahmin

Varna : Brahmin

Vashya : Keet

Yoni : Mrig(M)

Vihaga : Vayas

Gana : Rakshas

First Letters : No, Yaa, Yee, Yoo

Sun Sign : Aquarius
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Planetary Positions at Birth Time

Planets Dir Rashi Lord Degrees Nakshatra-Qtr Lord

Asc Capricorn Sat 12:17:24 Sravana-1 Moon

Sun Direct Aquarius Sat 25:55:46 P.Bhadra-2 Jup

Mer Retro Aquarius Sat 18:33:27 Satabhisha-4 Rah

Ven Direct Aries Mar 9:57:26 Ashwini-3 Ket

Mar Retro Leo Sun 7:2:50 Magha-3 Ket

Jup Retro Leo Sun 9:53:20 Magha-3 Ket

Sat Retro Virgo Mer 0:23:51 Uttara-2 Sun

Moon Direct Scorpio Mar 25:16:26 Jyestha-3 Mer

Rah Retro Leo Sun 4:39:56 Magha-2 Ket

Ket Retro Aquarius Sat 4:39:56 Dhanishta-4 Mar

Ura Retro Scorpio Mar 1:56:54 Vishakha-4 Jup

Nep Direct Scorpio Mar 29:2:6 Jyestha-4 Mer

Plu Retro Virgo Mer 27:38:19 Chitra-2 Mar

You will be under Sadesati when Saturn transits through these signs

Libra Scorpio Sagittarius

Saturn remains in a sign for 2 1/2 years thus it spends about 7 1/2 years in these three 
signs. That's why this transit is called a Sadesati (seven-and-half). Saturn returns to the 
same sign in the zodiac after about 30 years that's why an individual may undergo 
Sadesati thrice in his lifetime.



Sadesati Cycles in Your Life

Sadesati's First Cycle

First Phase Second Phase Third Phase

06 Oct 1982 - 20 Dec 1984

01 Jun 1985 - 16 Sep 1985

21 Dec 1984 - 31 May 1985

17 Sep 1985 - 16 Dec 1987

17 Dec 1987 - 20 Mar 1990

21 Jun 1990 - 14 Dec 1990

Sadesati's Second Cycle

First Phase Second Phase Third Phase

15 Nov 2011 - 15 May 2012

04 Aug 2012 - 02 Nov 2014

03 Nov 2014 - 26 Jan 2017

21 Jun 2017 - 26 Oct 2017

27 Jan 2017 - 20 Jun 2017

27 Oct 2017 - 23 Jan 2020

Sadesati's Third Cycle

First Phase Second Phase Third Phase

28 Jan 2041 - 05 Feb 2041

26 Sep 2041 - 11 Dec 2043

23 Jun 2044 - 29 Aug 2044

12 Dec 2043 - 22 Jun 2044

30 Aug 2044 - 07 Dec 2046

08 Dec 2046 - 06 Mar 2049

10 Jul 2049 - 03 Dec 2049

Saturn's Dhaiyya Transit

Kantak Shani Ashtam Shani

06 Mar 1993 - 15 Oct 1993

10 Nov 1993 - 01 Jun 1995

10 Aug 1995 - 16 Feb 1996

29 Apr 2022 - 12 Jul 2022

18 Jan 2023 - 29 Mar 2025

25 Feb 2052 - 14 May 2054

02 Sep 2054 - 05 Feb 2055

23 Jul 2002 - 08 Jan 2003

08 Apr 2003 - 05 Sep 2004

14 Jan 2005 - 25 May 2005

31 May 2032 - 12 Jul 2034

11 Jul 2061 - 13 Feb 2062

07 Mar 2062 - 23 Aug 2063

06 Feb 2064 - 09 May 2064
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The Effects of Saturns' Transit And Remedies

You and Saturn's Sadesati

Every living human being must undergo the period of Saturn’s Sadesati. This seven-and-half 
year’s period will arrive in your life too. It has a scary reputation, but don’t be alarmed because it 
is not necessary that this period will be bad for you. You will also get many opportunities and 
have positive experiences during this period.

During this transit Saturn will present many challenges to you and you will face many problems. 
Keep working towards your goal and face your challenges with a tough attitude. You will be able 
to overcome your problems because Saturn respects those who work hard.

During these seven and half years you will also finish many pending tasks. There will be 
important lessons to be learnt that will help you throughout your life.

The Phases of Saturn's Sadesati

It is a common belief that during Saturn’s Sadesati one will only have problems and trouble, but 
this is not the truth. Sadesati will give you sweet-and-sour experiences depending on your Rashi 
(Moonsign) but the period will not totally bad or good. Your life will have both happy and sad 
moments though there will be more challenges than usual. These challenges will force you to re-
invent yourself and develop new skills to overcome them.

You will have your hands full with problems to solve and may be so busy with your life that you 
may neglect your health making your situation even more troublesome. Keep a watch on your 
health and if you see any danger signs, take corrective action fast. You may feel that you are not 
getting enough returns for your efforts during the Sadesati. This is natural and to be expected. 
Don’t be disheartened by temporary failure, instead seek solace in spirituality and motivational 
books to overcome disappointment.

If you are facing an extraordinary amount of problems during the Sadesati you can do remedies 
for the Sadesati to lessen your troubles and enhance the positive effects.
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Sadesati's First Cycle

06 Oct 1982 - 21 Jun 1990

First Phase
06 Oct 1982 - 20 Dec 1984
01 Jun 1985 - 16 Sep 1985

Your birth sign is is Scorpio. Saturn is located in sign Libra at the moment. You are under the 
influence of the first phase of Sadesati due to Saturn's presence in Libra. This phase of Sadesati 
will have influence over you for two and a half years. As Saturn is exalted in Libra sign, you will 
not face many problems during this phase.
 
If you are still undergoing primary education then you may face some obstacles due to Saturn's 
Sadesati. Even if there is a delay in beginning your primary education you will receive quality 
education. You will get the opportunity to get admission in a good school and study in a 
favorable environment. You will be a favorite student of your teachers.
 
If it is the time for your secondary education then Saturn will get really good results for you and 
may also give you opportunity to move away from home to a renowned institute for a bright 
academic career. Although you will not encounter problems in your studies your father may have 
to spend additional money on your academics and he may have to face problems in financial 
matters. But if your father tries to manage and plan finances well then he may not experience 
trouble in economic matters.
 
Be attentive towards the health of your family members as Saturn's Sadesati can cause frequent 
health troubles. Precautions for your father's and your younger siblings' are really essential in 
this phase otherwise they may suffer from health ailments due to the influence of Saturn. Do not 
neglect your health also as Saturn has an eye on your health as well. Consult your physician 
immediately if you notice any problems otherwise you may fall prey to a prolonged illness.
 
Have faith in god and do not let any evil thoughts dominate your mind during this phase. Obey 
your father and respect him because the inauspicious influence of Saturn will get reduced 
through his blessings.
 
You can try to reduce Saturn's malefic effect through remedies. Saturn's negative influence may 
get reduced if you donate things associated with the planet Saturn.

Second Phase
21 Dec 1984 - 31 May 1985
17 Sep 1985 - 16 Dec 1987

Moon is located in the sign Scorpio In your birth chart.

Your birth sign is Scorpio due to Moon's presence in your birth sign. Saturn is located in your 
birth sign at this moment and due to this location of Saturn you are under the influence of the 
second phase of Sadesati. This influence of Saturn will last for two and a half years. You may 
have to face various challenges during this period of two and a half years.
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This phase is very favorable for your academics. You will be a meritorious student and will 
receive quality education. The study environment and your traditional values will constantly 
influence your studies. Your traditional values and the study environment will be favorable for 
you specially if it the time for your higher education and you will be able to 

achieve success in this phase.

Although you may want to spend your time with your friends or in entertainment but don’t let this 
precious time slip from your hand. This will lead you towards better career options else it may be 
difficult for you to get results up to your expectations. It will be favorable for you to take the 
advice of your father in the matters related to your career.

In this phase Sadesati may cause difficulties for your family members and relatives. Your parents 
may also face uncertainties in professional matters and some financial troubles too. To get rid of 
such financial troubles keep control over your expenses and have compatible relationship with 
other family members.

There may be possibility that your parents may get disturbed due to health problems. Your 
parents need to be cautious towards their health and they also have to be mentally prepared to 
tackle any kind of mental stress. Your relatives especially your grandmother may face some 
trouble regarding her health. If you neglect your health and do not switch to balanced diet then 
you may catch ailments related to stomach.

You are advised to hold your temper in this phase of Sadesati and do not speak harsh words 
against anybody. Lack of generosity in your behavior may lead your family members and 
relatives away from you. You may feel lack of support from the side of your younger siblings and 
friends if you do not develop cordial relationship with them.

Third Phase
17 Dec 1987 - 20 Mar 1990
21 Jun 1990 - 14 Dec 1990

Your birth sign is Scorpio and Saturn is in the sign of Sagittarius in your birth chart. The third 
phase of Sadesati begins with Saturn’s entry in Sagittarius . It will last for two and a half years. 
You may not have to face much problems in this period. You may experience turbulent 
circumstances in this phase which will vanish away very shortly.

If it is the time for your primary education then you may face some hurdles as there may be 
delay in beginning of your primary education. Don’t worry, you will receive quality education even 
after facing delays in the beginning. You will prove yourself in your academics.

Take your studies seriously if it is the time for your secondary or higher education. Concentrate 
in your studies and try to achieve your aim in life. If you don’t take your studies seriously then 
you may lead yourself towards evil activities and may join company of immoral people. You may 
lag behind in your studies if you take your academics lightly. Do not go astray and move ahead 
to achieve your goal in life.

In this period you need to take good care of your health and eat nutritious food.  Avoid oily and 
spicy food because it may affect your health adversely.

This phase of Sadesati may turn your behavior rude and if you don’t try to have harmonious 
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relations with your family members and relatives then they may start avoiding you. As a result 
you may feel lack of love and affection from your family and friends. So have courteousness in 
your speech and behavior for others. 

Sadesati may increase your expenses and you may also spend your money on unnecessary 
commodities. If you do not keep control over your expanses then you may have to undergo 
financial crisis. Make an attempt to spend money only over essential needs and if possible then 
save your money.

You can try to reduce malefic influence of Saturn by using its remedies. It will surely help you.
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Sadesati's Second Cycle

15 Nov 2011 - 27 Oct 2017

First Phase
15 Nov 2011 - 15 May 2012
04 Aug 2012 - 02 Nov 2014

Your birth sign is Scorpio and right now Saturn is located in the sign Libra. With Saturn's 
presence in this sign the first phase of Sadesati begins in your birth chart. This phase will last for 
two and a years.  As Saturn is exalted in Libra sign, you will not come across many problems in 
this phase.

Sadesati may cause turmoil in your family environment in this period. Use your wisdom and 
reasoning faculty to resolve such issues. It is essential for you to avoid conflicts and have 
compatible relations with your family members. If any body in your family seeking support from 
you then don't let them down and help them as per your caliber.

Your spouse and your children will require your support in this phase. If you do not pay attention 
towards their requirements then there may be strife in your married life. This attitude of yours 
may also affect your household.

Check eating habits of your children as they may have to face health troubles during this phase. 
If you notice any problem with their health then consult with your physician immediately. Your 
precautions and attentiveness can secure your children from the health problems caused due to 
Saturn.

If you do not try to mange your expenses in this period of Sadesati then you may face difficulty in 
getting hold on your money. It will be better for you to search for fresh avenues to improve your 
income level. Try to maintain balance in your income and expenditures. Your unnecessary 
expenses may increase your financial problems.

In this phase of Sadesati try to have compatible relationship with your spouse. You will come 
across various issue in your family life. You and your spouse both have to resolve such issues 
mutually as it is essential to enjoy a happy married life. These are very minute things but if you 
ignore them then you may create an environment of strife in your family.

There may be frequent ups and down in your life in this phase of Sadesati where on the one side 
you will find that all your problems got resolved but at the very next moment you may find 
yourself trapped in trouble. You may not receive outputs in ratio to the efforts you put in. Don't 
lose patience and be positive because in the coming time you will surely receive reward for the 
efforts you put in and problems of your life will vanish away.

Your rivals are keeping a constant eye on your professional attitude. Avoid any kind of ignorance 
in your business and work with great perseverance. Your opponents won't get the opportunity to 
harm you if you try to be attentive towards your business. Remember, don't disclose your 
business secrets to anybody.

If you are involved in any partnership business then don't rely on your partners blindly because 
even most trustworthy person may try to cheat you. You need to be alert and attentive towards 
your business to achieve progress.
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Don't become indifferent towards spirituality and keep faith in god. This will lead you towards 
charity and other spiritual ventures. This will reduce your mental stress and will help you in facing 
challenges of Saturn's Sadesati.

Second Phase
03 Nov 2014 - 26 Jan 2017
21 Jun 2017 - 26 Oct 2017

Your birth sign is Scorpio and at present Saturn is located in your birth sign. You are under the 
influence of Saturn’s Sadesati due to Saturn’s presence in your birth sign. You will be under the 
influence of Sadesati for next two and a half years and in this period you will come across 
various sweet and bitter experiences of life.
 
Relationship of Saturn and Mars in this phase of Sadesati will help you in achieving success at 
work place and you will gain rewards for the efforts you put in. There is the possibility that you 
may get the news of your promotion but you have to wait a bit. Don’t get dejected and move 
ahead with patience as you will taste the fruits of success in ratio to your efforts.
 
You need to work with perseverance and have cordial relations with your co workers and senior 
officials otherwise you will not get support from your colleagues. Do not displease your senior 
officers because they may create difficulties for you.
 
If you are associated with business then you may have a hectic schedule as you need to put in 
lots of sweat to get profits. But these profits may be not up to your anticipation. Don’t lose 
patience and keep working hard, you will surely get extraordinary profits. If you have some 
important task associated with public office, then you have to make extra efforts to achieve 
success in such circumstances. You will achieve progress according to the efforts you put in.
 
You should resolve your family matters with wisdom. If you use harsh comments against 
anybody while speaking and behave rudely you may invite conflict and strife in your family 
environment. So it is good to behave gently and check your words before speaking them out. 
This will improve your relations with your family members and they will have faith in you. Your 
generosity you will get support from your relatives and younger siblings.
 
Your behavior may also influence your married life. Try to have compatible relationship with your 
spouse as lack of love and support may drag your married life towards turmoil. You may also 
have constant disagreements with your spouse. 
 
You may try to devote time to your hobbies in this phase and you may also get the opportunity to 
make journeys. But in-between if you neglect your health then you may have to face health 
problems during this period of two and a half years. Especially adopt healthy eating habits else 
you may get ailments related to stomach.
 
You can reduce the possibility of troubles if you try remedies of Sadesati. These remedies will 
give you self strength and you will be able to face the challenges of life.

Third Phase
27 Jan 2017 - 20 Jun 2017
27 Oct 2017 - 23 Jan 2020
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Your birth is Scorpio and Saturn is in the sign owned by Sagittarius in your birth chart. With 
Saturn’s entry in this sign the third phase of Sadesati begins in your birth chart. This phase will 
influence you for two and a half years. 

In this phase of Sadesati your humble and co operative behavior bring peace and prosperity for 
your family and you will converse generously with people. Have cordial relations with your family 
and friends and don’t harm their respect and dignity. Your relative and friends will behave 
graciously with you and you will receive love and affection from the side of your spouse. You 
may get disappointed due to the paradoxical situations created by your children. so avoid such 
paradoxes.

You will succeed in your plans in your professional life as you will get support from your 
colleagues and senior officials. You will get all your pending work done at public offices and the 
avenues for your promotions will get opened. Your economic status will improve in this phase 
and your dream for buying a new house will come true.

You will be appreciated for your work. Your inclination towards social and political ventures will 
increase and you will do social service in this period. You will create more and more contacts 
through the medium of your social work. You will earn profits in your profession and will become 
a renowned personality in society.

You need to be careful about your health and eating habits during this phase of Sadesati. if you 
neglect having balanced diet then you may put your health in trouble. Health of your spouse may 
also get affected due to the influence of Sadesati and your spouse may face constant ups and 
downs in his/her health. so you need to take care of your spouse's health too.

If you want to reduce malefic influence of Sadesati then try the remedies of Saturn. it will be 
favorable for you and your problems will get reduced.
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Sadesati's Third Cycle

28 Jan 2041 - 10 Jul 2049

First Phase
28 Jan 2041 - 05 Feb 2041
26 Sep 2041 - 11 Dec 2043
23 Jun 2044 - 29 Aug 2044

Your birth sign is Scorpio and right now Saturn is located in the sign Libra. Saturn's presence in 
this sign means you are under the first phase of Sadesati. This phase will last for two and a half 
years. You will not have to face many problems during this phase of Saturn's Sadesati as Saturn 
is exalted in Libra sign.
 
Although you may face some trouble in your professional life but overall this phase will be 
favorable for you. Still you need to be practical and keep control over your sensitivity. Do not 
disclose your business secrets to anybody as your rivals are keeping an eye on you and may try 
to harm you.
 
Regarding financial matters, you will be able to achieve nominal gains. If you do not take 
advantage of this time and neglect your responsibilities at work then you may have to face 
financial crisis. So be responsible and honest towards your duty you will surely achieve progress 
for your respective efforts.
 
On the one hand Sadesati is favorable for your at workplace and in matters related to finance, 
but on the other hand Saturn is causing difficulties in the matters related to your household. If 
you use tact you can resolve such problems. Try to understand the needs and expectations of 
your spouse as your spouse needs your love and support at this time. If you ignore the needs of 
your spouse then you may have cause a turmoil in your relationship with your spouse.
 
Courteousness and humane behavior is very important towards everybody. This kind of behavior 
will help you get respect and may also fetch you new powerful contacts. Your co-worker will 
support you even during crucial times if you are good to them.
 
Be cautious about your health during this phase and switch to a balanced diet. You may catch 
ailments related to throat. If there is any trouble in your throat then immediately contact your 
physician.
 
This is a favorable phase for your children. If you are want to educate your children abroad then 
this wish of yours will come true in this period. Your children will receive quality education. But 
you will have to plan your expenses for their academics else you may undergo a financial crisis.
 
In this phase of Sadesati you may feel inclined towards spirituality and astrology. This will 
increase your inner strength and you will be able to make good decisions. Spirituality will help 
you in moving towards the right direction in any situation.
 
You can try to reduce the ill influence of Saturn's Sadesati through its remedies. These remedies 
will help you in resolving difficulties, you are facing in this phase. 

Second Phase
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12 Dec 2043 - 22 Jun 2044

30 Aug 2044 - 07 Dec 2046

Your birth sign is Scorpio and at present Saturn is located in your birth sign. You are under the 
influence of Saturn’s Sadesati due to Saturn’s presence in your birth sign. You will be under the 
influence of the second phase of Sadesati for next two and a half years and in this period you 
will come across various challenges of life.
 
Be cautious about your health as Sadesati is keeping an eye on your health so do not ignore 
your health. Along with regular exercise and balanced diet get your health checkups done on 
regular basis.
 
Relationship between Saturn and Mars may turn your behavior and speech rude in this phase of 
Sadesati. If you don’t keep a check on your speech and behavior towards others then you may 
create gap between you and your family members. Your relatives and friends may start avoiding 
you and you may not get expected support from your younger siblings as well. 
 
Rudeness in your speech and behavior may cause conflicts in your married life. There may be 
possibility of disagreements with your spouse and it may result in disturbed family environment.
 
There is possibility that you may not have cordial relations with your co workers and colleagues 
at workplace. You may feel difficulty in getting expected support from your co workers due to 
your rude behavior. You may face delay in your promotion as the administration may get 
displeased due to your indifferent attitude towards others.
 
To reduce troubles at workplace try to have cordial relations with your colleagues and senior 
officers. Avoid being rude in your speech and behavior otherwise you will face problems.
 
It is better for you to keep mental stress away from you and try to devote some time from your 
busy schedule to entertainment for this purpose. Peace of mind will help you in having hassle 
free relations with others.   
 
If you want to overcome the difficulties caused by Saturn then you can try remedies of Sadesati. 
It will be favorable for you and your tensions will surely get reduced.

Third Phase
08 Dec 2046 - 06 Mar 2049
10 Jul 2049 - 03 Dec 2049

Your birth is Scorpio and Saturn owns the sign Sagittarius in your birth chart. With Saturn’s entry 
in this sign the third phase of Sadesati begins in your birth chart. This phase will influence you for 
two and a half years.

This phase of Sadesati is not favorable for your spouse as he/she may get some health trouble 
due the influence of Saturn. It is your responsibility to check eating habits of your spouse and 
insist him/her to take balanced diet. Take all precautionary measures to prevent your spouse 
from any health ailment; physician’s advice will make your task easier.

Sadesati may not have auspicious influence on your family and there is possibility that you 
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may notice environment of strife in your family during this phase. This is the time to be practical 
and also try to avoid getting involved in any conflict. Your pragmatism will prevent any clash of 
opinion and you will notice peaceful environment in your family. 

You may come across variety of economic experiences due to Sadesati. Where on the one hand 
you may spend your income on fulfilling unnecessary desires and on the other hand your 
justifiable expenses may enhance your economic status. So limit your desires and plan your 
budget as per your income. If you are looking for investing your money in property deals then go 
ahead as it is the favorable time for such deals.

You will be able to execute your plans successfully during this phase. You will get all your works 
done which were previously pending in public offices and they will be profitable for you. But there 
is conditionality attached to it that is move on to make more and more political and social 
contacts to get your work done. If you are employed somewhere then you have the possibility of 
promotion.

You can overcome the difficulties  that are caused due to Sadesati by using the remedies of 
Saturn’s Sadesati. These remedies will be fruitful for you and your troubles will vanish away.
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Remedies for Sadesati

You can also make an attempt to use Saturn's remedies even if Saturn is not giving any trouble 
to you.  Saturn's remedies will be fruitful for you if you use them with faith and devotion. You can 
try whichever remedy is convenient to you at any suitable time as these remedies don't need 
hard and fast customs.
 
Worship of Lord Shiva can please Lord Shani therefore Worship in front of Shivlingam daily.
 
Water Pipal tree daily.
 
Light a lamp of Sesamum seed's oil(Til) or Mustard oil beneath the Pipal tree.
 
Recite Shani Strotam.
 
Chant Shani Tantrik Mantra "Om Pram Preem Proom Sah Shanaishcharaya Namah" for 108 
times daily.
 
Chant Maha Mrityunjaya Mantra for 108 times daily.
 
Worship Lord Hanuman to please Lord Shani.
 
Wear a ring in your middle finger which is made up of a Black Horse Shoe or Boat nail.
 
On Saturday observe your reflexion in the Mustard oil and then donate it to beggar.
 
Prefer use of  Black colored domestic items on Saturday.
 
Feed Grams and Jaggery to monkeys on Saturday.
 
On Saturday, donate things associated with planet Saturn.
 
Do not consume liquor or meat on Saturday.
 
Disperse Coconut or Almonds in river.
 
Get a Shani Yantram fixed in your house.
 
Worship in a Navgrah Temple on Saturday.
 
Get a Shivlingam of Mercury fixed at the place of worship in your house offer regular prayers.
 
Feed Black Sesamum(til) seeds or wheat flour To ants.

Remedies Through Donation
It is mentioned in many ancient sacred texts that donations carry a great importance. So to 
please lord Shani donate things associated with the planet Saturn.

You can donate following things to seek the blessings of Lord Shani: Horse beans, Mustard oil, 
Iron or things made up of iron, Sesamum seeds, Black colored cloths, buffalo or you can also 
donate Sapphire stone. You can make these donations during afternoon of in the 
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evening. 

Remedies Through Fasting
You can observe fast on Saturday to please Lord Shani. You can start observing fast on the first 
Saturday of any month’s Shukla Paksha. Keep fasting for 18 Saturdays to get  but to get much 
fruitful results you need to continue fasting for at least one year.
 
Offer eatables to Lord Shani which are made up of horse bean flour and cooked in mustard oil or 
donate the same to any beggar. Put  a part of these eatables with black Sesamum seeds near 
the roots of a Pipal tree only after that you can take your meal but add the same offerings  in 
your diet. Before taking your meal you need to donate things associated with the planet Saturn.
 
Wear black colored cloths when you are observing fast and apply ash over your forehead. Get a 
fire sacrifice done on the Saturday when you will observe the last fast to please lord Shani.

Remedies Through Mantra
Worship Lord Shani to reduce physical and mental stress caused during the phase of Sadesati. 
You can Chant Shani Mantra to worship Lord Shani. There are three types of Shani Mantra, 
these are: Vedic Mantra, Tantrik Mantra and Dyan Mantra and among all these three Mantras 
the affect of Vedic Mantra is stable.
 
If you find any difficulty in chanting a vedic Mantra then you can worship lord Shani through 
chanting Tantric mantra, similarly you can also chant The Dyan Mantra.
 
Chant the Vedic mantra'' Om Sham Shanaishcharay Namah'' for 108 time daily.
 
Chant Shani Tantrik mantra "Om Pram Preem Proom Sah Shanaishcharaya Namah" daily for 
108 times.
 
Chant Shani Dyan mantra" neelajalm samabhasam raviputram yamgrajam, 
chayamartandsambhutam tam namami shanaishchar ma" for 108 times it will be favorable for 
you.

Remedies Through Vastu
The science of architecture has importance in the remedies advised by Astrology. 

If you want to please lord Shani through the science of Architecture( Vastu Shastra) then try to 
make use of furnishing and other domestic items which are black in color on every Saturday. 
Apart from that try to cook eatables that are associated with the planet Saturn.

Remedies Through Pilgrimage
You can go for pilgrimage to please lord Shani. You can offer your prayers to lord Shani at Shani 
Shingnapur. Its a pilgrimage near Shirdi district in Maharashtra. It is reckoned that if a nephew 
and maternal uncle worship together in the Shani temple of Shingnapur then they will gain 
blessings of lord Shani.

Apart from Shingnapur there is another pilgrimage at Mathura known as "koshi", to worship 
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lord Shani. 

Remedies Through Yantra
The use of Shani Chaya Yantra is very fruitful during the phase of Sadesati. This Yantra is made 
up of tin.The picture of lord Shani used to be encraved on the one side of this Yantra and the 
picture of Shani Yantra is encraved on the other side. To reduce the influence of Sadesati 
spread 108 Shani Yantras beneath the bed of the person who is influenced due to Sadesati.
 
After one week remove all those Sahni Yantras and disperse them into the river, but remember 
look towards the flow of the river while dispersing these Yantras.
 
Till the time you have kept Shani Yantras beneath your bed, you need to Chant Shani tantrik 
mantra daily for 108 times. 
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Kantak Shani Dhaiyya Transit

06 Mar 1993 - 15 Oct 1993
10 Nov 1993 - 01 Jun 1995
10 Aug 1995 - 16 Feb 1996
29 Apr 2022 - 12 Jul 2022
18 Jan 2023 - 29 Mar 2025
25 Feb 2052 - 14 May 2054
02 Sep 2054 - 05 Feb 2055

Your birth sign is Aquarius and Saturn is located in the sign of Taurus. Taurus is the fourth sign 
from your birth sign and with Saturn’s entry in this sign you are under the influence of Dhaiyya for 
two and a half years. During these two and half years Saturn will have an aspect on the 
sixth,seventh and first house in your birth chart.
 
In this phase you need to have compatible relations with your spouse as due to the consistency 
in your relations you will enjoy a peaceful household. If you fail to support your spouse and 
ignore his/her needs then you may feel lack of love and affection in your married life.
 
Your spouse may have to face trouble in the matters of livelihood but your co operation and 
support will give moral strength to your spouse and he/she will be able to overcome such 
problems with calm and courage. But this phase is favorable for your livelihood and you will be 
able to achieve progress in your job or business through your efforts.
 
Saturn is located in the Moon sign of Venus and as a result you may get the opportunity to travel 
various places with your family. But be cautious about your mother’s health and to cure her from 
any ailment give her nutritious diet and seek the advice of physician on regular intervals.

Remedies for Kantak Shani
Aquarius Remedies
 
Wear blue or black colored cloths on Saturday.
 
Get a Shani Yantra fixed at the place of worship and chant Shani Strotam in front of it regularly.
 
Wear ring of Sapphire or Amethyst stone in your middle finger.
 
Carry a Shani Yantra with you whenever you move out of your home to accomplish any 
important assignment.



Sandhya
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Ashtam Shani Dhaiyya Transit

23 Jul 2002 - 08 Jan 2003
08 Apr 2003 - 05 Sep 2004
14 Jan 2005 - 25 May 2005
31 May 2032 - 12 Jul 2034
11 Jul 2061 - 13 Feb 2062
07 Mar 2062 - 23 Aug 2063
06 Feb 2064 - 09 May 2064

Your birth sign is Gemini and Saturn is located in the sign of Capricorn, which is resulting in the 
beginning of the phase of Dhaiyya over you. This phase will last for two and a half years. If you 
try to remain calm and wise during this phase then it will not be problematic for you.
 
You need to put in your best efforts in matters livelihood or employment as this period is a bit 
troublesome for you. Although it is a struggling phase try to move ahead with calm. You are also 
required to avoid any negligence at work and maintain cordial relations with other co workers 
and seniors.
 
Think seriously before moving ahead in any important project as lack in planning may take the 
success away from you. Plan your expenses as Dhaiyya may try to boost your desires and you 
may have to spend money from your debits also, this may result in financial crisis.
 
These two years are really productive for your children as they will progress during this phase 
and will also support you. If you are also associated with academics then you also have the 
possibility to achieve success.

Remedies for Ashtam Shani
Wear blur colored cloths on Saturday.
 
Wear a ring made up of black horse shoe or boat nail.
 
You can also wear an iron bangle instead of ring.
 
Chant Shani Strotam or Shani mantra every day.
 
Always carry a Shani Yantram with you.
 
Wear a ring of Sapphire in your middle finger.
 
Note: consult a specialist before wearing any semi-precious stone.


